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The Qt Framework
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• A user interface definiton platform
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Origins of Qt

”In the summer of 1990 Haavard [Nord] and Eirik [Chambe-Eng]
were working together on a C++ database application for
ultrasound images. The system needed to be able to run with a
GUI on Unix, Macintosh, and Windows. One day that summer,
Haavard and Eirik went outside to enjoy the sunshine, and as they
sat on a park bench, Haavard said, ”We need an object-oriented
display system.” The resulting discussion laid the intellectual
foundation for the object-oriented cross-platform GUI framework
they would soon go on to build.”



A Breif History of Qt

• 1990 Qt conceived by Haavard Nord and Eirik Chambe-Eng on a
park bench in Trondheim, Norway.

• 1995 Troll Tech 1st public release on 20 May. Qt 0.90 for
X11/Linux. Commercial & open source (FreeQt license)

• 1996 Customer no. 1: European Space Agency. Qt 1.0, full X11
support free for free software development plus Windows. KDE
project established with Qt as its underlying library.

• 1998 KDE Free Qt Foundation: guarantees Qt availability for free
software development

• 1999 Qt 2.0 - Qt/X11 open source with QPL (Q Public license)
• 2005 Qt 4.0. Total makeover (a.k.a. compatibility break) under

commercial & GPL 2.0 (or later) for all platforms even Windows
(Qt 4 dance video published)



A Breif History of Qt cont.

• 2008 Nokia acquires Trolltech, ”Qt Software at Nokia”
• 2009 Qt Creator launched and Qt 4.5 brought LGPL v2.1
• 2010 Qt Quick launched, WebKit integration & Symbian support in

Qt 4.7
• 2012 Digia acquires all right to Qt, ”Digia, Qt”. Qt 5.0 major

overhaul, new modularized codebase, consolidation of QPA (Qt
Platform Abstraction), Qt Quick 2, and more support for mobile
(WinRT).

• 2014 ”Digia, Qt” becomes its own entity ”The Qt Company”,
subsidiary of Digia

• 2015 20th anniversary of Qt’s 1st public release. One Qt Site
Unification completed. 800K+ Qt developers worldwide



Qt Widgets

• Qt Widgets is a traditional GUI framework that very
commonly used for cross platform desktop applications.

• Most of the standard desktop widgets you are familiar are
provided, like buttons, text boxes, tables, etc.

• Integration with each operating system is automatic. The
widgets adopt the paradigms and aesthetics of the target
platform as best as possible.
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Qt Widgets Examples

https://doc.qt.io/qt-5/gallery.html (GNU Free Documentation
License version 1.3)
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More about Qt Widgets

• Qt is written (and designed) for C++. It heavily makes use of
the C++ language whereever it can.

• Where C++ isn’t up to snuff, Qt wraps C++ it a custom
dialect that is, at compile time converted into valid C++
using the MOC (Meta Object Compier)

• This can make Qt feel pretty unfamiliar to regular C++
programmers, but it also where much of its power and design
comes from.



Using Qt Widgets without C++

Qt has binding to a ton of languages

• Python:
PyQt(http://www.riverbankcomputing.com/software/pyqt/)
and Qt for Python (https://wiki.qt.io/PySide2)

• C#: QtSharp(https://gitlab.com/ddobrev/QtSharp) and
QmlNet(https://github.com/pauldotknopf/Qml.Net)

• Go: qt(https://github.com/therecipe/qt) and
qt.go(https://github.com/kitech/qt.go)

• D, Rust, Julia, Haskell, Javascript, Java, Lua, Pascal, OCaml,
Crystal, Ruby…

Notably absent: C bindings



Qt Quick Controls / QML

• Qt also provides a declarative layout framework
• This declarative layout framework is based around QML
• This layout framework allows developers to follow a more

modern UI development philosophy
• Qt Quick Controls 1 and Qt Quick Controls 2 provide widget

frameworks for this environment
• Qt Quick 1 in focused on desktop use cases
• Qt Quick 2 provides improved performance for better use in

mobile and embedded use cases



Qt Quick Controls Examples cont.

https://doc.qt.io/qt-5.9/qtquickcontrols2-index.html (GNU Free
Documentation License version 1.3)



Qt Quick Controls Examples cont.

https://www.qt.io/blog/desktop-styling-with-qt-quick-controls



Qt Quick Controls Examples cont.

https://www.qt.io/blog/desktop-styling-with-qt-quick-controls



What is QML?

• QML is a user interface markup language designed for
building declarative UIs.

• QML is built on top of the Qt framework and the V8
Javascript engine.

• QML (like Qt Widgets) allow you use to CSS to style your
layout



Qt and KDE

• KDE Plasma 5 is a desktop environment build around the Qt
ecosystem

• With version 5, KDE Plasma is fully based around QML,
providing impoved rendering performance

• KDE provided a framework called Kirigami based around Qt
Quick 2

• The Kirigami widgets are designed to allow users to build
convergent applications



KDE Kirigami 2 Example

Kirigami Gallery (CC01.0)



The GTK Framework



What is GTK?

GTK is a GUI toolkit originally built for GIMP, the popular
open-source image editor.

GTK is licensed under the GNU LGPL which is basically the GPL
without the “infectious” part allowing proprietary applications to
use GTK.

GTK is most popular on X11 and Wayland, however there are
bindings for Windows, macOS, and even the web.

GTK is object oriented and written in C and is built on top of GLib
using GObject for the object orientation.
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Some Popular Applications that use GTK

• GIMP and Inkscape
• MonoDevelop
• Shotwell
• GNOME and Cinnamon desktop environments
• GParted
• Sublime Music

…and pretty much every Linux application that starts with a “G”.
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Pros

There are a lot of things to like about GTK.

• It has language bindings for pretty much every language under
the sun: C#, Vala, Python, to name a few.

• If your app uses just the widgets that are predefined, it’s great.
• It looks right at home on your GTK-based desktop

environments.
• You can easily use integrate other libraries that use GLib

(notifications and other DBus interfaces for example).
• There’s a lot of GTK code that you can look at from other

open source projects.
• The documentation is decent.1

• You can use Glade to design your GUI with drag-and-drop.
1If you like translating C documentation to whatever language you are using.
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Architecture

Figure 1: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:
GTK%2B_software_architecture.svg

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:GTK%2B_software_architecture.svg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:GTK%2B_software_architecture.svg


Glade

Figure 2: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:
Glade_Interface_Designer_3.22.0.png

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Glade_Interface_Designer_3.22.0.png
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Glade_Interface_Designer_3.22.0.png


Cons

There are a lot of things to hate about GTK.

• The documentation for the non-C language bindings sucks.
• If you want to create a custom widget, good luck.
• If you want to actually run a GTK app on another platform,

good luck.
• You’d better like callbacks
• If you have any dependency on other GLib libraries, it makes

porting hard. (For example, libnotify doesn’t exist on
Windows.)

• Importing Glade files can be sometimes annoying, and can
create additional complexity.

• The theming ecosystem is total garbage.
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Example

Object Orientation in C!

GtkWidget *window;

window = gtk_application_window_new (app);
gtk_window_set_title (GTK_WINDOW (window), "Window");
gtk_window_set_default_size (GTK_WINDOW (window), 200, 200);
gtk_widget_show_all (window);

Translates to these bindings in Python:

window = MainWindow(title="Sublime Music")
window.set_default_size(200, 200)
window.show_all()
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Questions?



Copyright Notice

This presentation was from the Mines Linux
Users Group. A mostly-complete archive of our
presentations can be found online at
https://lug.mines.edu.

Individual authors may have certain copyright or
licensing restrictions on their presentations. Please
be certain to contact the original author to obtain
permission to reuse or distribute these slides.
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